Policy of usage of materials of the website

1. Tradebifo
1.1. Using this website, you agree with the stated below use conditions. Tradebifo reserve the right at
any time at discretion to change any points of These conditions of use without prior notice. You bear
responsibility for recurring inspection of these Conditions of use on availability of changes. Continuation of use
of the Website after modification means acceptance of these changes by you. In case of disagreement with
These conditions don't use the website.
2. Property right to the website
2.2. This website is property of the Tradebifo company. No downloading or any other type of copying of
the software or materials of the Website can be interpreted as provision to you the obvious or implied rights or
licenses. Any materials loaded by you on This website become property of Tradebifo, Tradebifo for achievement
of any purposes which aren't violating the current legislation can be used and also can be published by the
Tradebifo company including transfer to their operating legislative or monitoring body under which jurisdiction
there is Tradebifo. Tradebifo reserves all rights concerning author's rights and use of trademarks and performs
these rights fully and within the relevant law. The company monitors observance of author's and other rights
which violation is pursued under the law.
3. Access to the website
3.1. This website or any information or materials containing on it aren't directed and not intended for
distribution or use by any physical person or legal entity, being the citizen, the resident or is in any jurisdiction,
where such distribution, use, publications or a possibility of access contradict laws or regulations, or which
orders to Tradebifo or one of its affiliated or otherwise the connected persons to fulfill requirements for
registration or receipt of licenses within such jurisdiction.
4. Author's rights
4.1. Unless otherwise specified, materials of this website, including (but without being limited) any
graphical design, the text, audiovisual and audio content, images and schedules, are an exclusive property of
the Tradebifo company. Unless otherwise specified, these materials can't copy, transfer, extend, reproduce, to
be sold, changed, displayed, kept for subsequent use or to use by any other method, fully or partially in any form
or by all means, without previously received written consent from Tradebifo.
5. Guarantee and liability limit
5.1. Materials of web pages are offered attention of the user "as is". Tradebifo doesn't guarantee the
accuracy of the materials provided here, directly or indirectly, for any specific purpose and directly refuses any
guarantees of suitability for a specific purpose. Tradebifo doesn't bear responsibility for any losses or the
damage received as a result of use by the third party of information promulgated on this website. In spite of the
fact that it is done everything possible in order that provide the accuracy of Information posted on the website
Tradebifo can't and won't guarantee the accuracy, reliability, relevance or completeness of any information or
the data provided to you for any purpose. Neither the Tradebifo company, nor any of its Affiliates, heads, officials
or employees, any third party as agents or independent suppliers, don't bear responsibility for any losses or
damage which resulted from a mistake or a work stoppage of This website, or as a result of actions or failure to
act of any other person, participating in creation, release and implementation of work of the website or if the
data containing on it aren't available to you, or for any other reason connected with access, impossibility of
access or use of the website and any its materials irrespective of whether Tradebifo or suppliers of the software
or services of a circumstance controls on it influencing.
5.2. Under no circumstances and on any bases by law or equity, whether it be violation of provisions of
the agreement, negligence or other wrongful acts, a direct obligation or any other basis, Tradebifo doesn't bear
responsibility for any indirect, indirect, accidental, retaliatory or presumptive damages in connection with use
or impossibility of use of This website or any its part, even if the Tradebifo company was warned about a
possibility of such losses.
5.3. All data provided on the website have especially information character and, for this reason, can't be
perceived as the offer or the invitation on the direction of offers addressed to somebody from jurisdiction in
which such offer or the invitation are forbidden and also to volume, a lump the direction of such offer or
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invitation would be illegal, and equally shan't be perceived as the recommendation to purchase, sale or other
actions with any specific investments. For decision making about investment it is strongly recommended to get
separate advice at the corresponding specialists in investment, financial, legal and tax issues.
5.4. No materials of the present the website shall be perceived and interpreted as investment
consultations from the Company, and equally in any of its affiliates, directors, officials and employees.
5.5. The nature of investment into financial instruments such is that they suit only those clients, which:
- well understand questions of investment,
- are ready to undertake economic risks of investments,
- understand what risks are connected with this or that tool, - are sure that the specific type of investments is
suitable for their specific purposes and financial requirements.
5.6. The nonprofessional investor who decided to make investments in financial instruments is
recommended to invest only a part of the means intended on long-term investments. Besides, before making of
any investments into financial instruments to all investors it is strongly recommended to get advice at the
professional investment consultant. Tradebifo reserves the right to cancel any line item closed within one
minute after its opening. Any profit, a loss and/or sales charges relating to such line item can be recognized as
invalid.
6. Links to websites of the third parties
6.1. References to websites of the third parties are given only for convenience of Users. Tradebifo doesn't
control content of these websites belonging or managed by the third parties. Having used such references, you
will leave this Website. Tradebifo refuses any guarantees, obviously express or implied, concerning content such
websites, including reliability, accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the materials provided there, for any
specific purpose. The company doesn't bear responsibility if these websites violate the rights of any third parties,
including author's rights and use of trademarks, contain viruses or other harmful elements. Tradebifo can't
guarantee reliability of the documents placed on the Internet. Links to the websites of the third parties aren't
approval of the opinions, ideas, products, data or services offered on such websites and therefore Tradebifo
doesn't bear any responsibility for the websites of the third parties.

